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PREFACE 

Nepal is basically an agrarian economy. However, the country is trying to shift her 

economic base from agriculture to industry. trade and service sectors. His Majesty's 

Government. in this regard, has initiated an ambitious program of policy reform with the 

aim of deregulC'lfing and liberalizing the economy. As a result, the value-added compo

nent of organized manufacturing firms has expanded at an average rate of 11 percent per 

year and employment by almost six years between 1986/87 and 1990/91. The industry 

sector is contributing almost 11 percent to gross domestic product of the country. 

The manufacturing sector is composed of a narrow range of industries. Food. 

beverages and tobacco account for some 37 percent of manufacturing value added. 

Textiles, garments, and leather combined together account for another 31 percent of 

manufacturing value added. The third important group of industries is building materials 

with a share of almost 13 percent. The other rapidly growing sectors are sugar and 

distilleries. With a view to creating a climate for sustainable industrial investment, the 

new industrial policy has identified industries prone to pollution and health hazard. 

These newly classified pollution-prone industries are required to make a firm commit

ment from the investors before obtaining permission from the government. The pre

requisite of obtaining environmental permit for any new industries classified as pollution

prone is either Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) or Environmental lmpact 

Assessment Study (EIA-Study). 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is recognized by His MajestY's Govern

ment, as a process that examines the environmental consequences of development plan 

in advance. The process includes identification of key impacts, the prediction of impacts, 

evaluation and assessment of significance, mitigation measures, post-decision monitoring 

and auditing. EIA process is not an obstruction to investment decision, rather it is an aid 

to decision-making. This provides for a systematic examination of the environmental 

implications of a proposed action, and sometimes other alternatives before _a decision is 

taken. The EIA, the Ministry has hoped will lead to an outcome that balances the 

interests of the industries and the environment. 

The Ministry of Industry is aware of the fact that the administration of EIA should 

not be a hindering factor to the investors. The user-friendly manual of checklists and 

matrices have been prepared in order to ease the procedure of making EIA study simple 

and less bureaucratic. I believe the guidelines will be of best use to the investors in 

making pre-investment decisions. 

Thank you. 

Dhundi Raj Shastri 

Minister for Industry 

August 1998 
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FOREWORD 

Industry plays a vital role in economic growth of a country. Industrialization process is 

essential for modernization, income generation, employment opportunities. industrial 

developmen t and production of other necessary amenities for life. Moreover, it also helps 

to accelerate the process of development and transform a nation from backwardness to 

modernity. 

In Nepal. industrial development process started in 1936 with the establishment of 

Biratnagar Jute Mills. At present. there are eleven mdustnal estates where 260 industrial 

units are in operation and 29 more are under construction. In addition to the industrial 

estates there are about 1365 small medium and large scale operational industries in 

Nepal. The number of cottage industries in the country is estimated to be over 6.000. 
The total contribution of the industrial sector to the GDP is about 11 per cent. T he 

process of industrialization in Nepal has been generally slower than in most countries. 

Although in Nepal, industralisation is slow and at preliminary level. some aspects 

of industrial development due to locations of industries, and their emissions have caused 

serious environmental pollution. For instance, the locations of Mimal cement factory 

almost at the center of the Kathmandu valley and concentration of wool dying factories 

along the major nvers of the valley have drastically polluted air and water of 

Kathmondu. The haphazard growth of industrial units along major riversides and 

highways are other examples of polluting environment. In this way, increasing number of 

ind11stri<1I unit5 and their activities like rampant use of natural resources. ·unscientific use 

o t chemicals, d ischarging effluents d irectly to water bodies, etc. have brought about 

significant environmental degrndation. Continuation of present practice and lack of 

l!nvironmental consideration will exacerbate the problems. There are, however, a number 

of opportunities in the planning designing, construction and operations of an indush-y 

where a proper environmental management can be considered. In fact. industrial 

development and environmental conservation can reinforce one another. Such a 

process may guide us towrtrds further industrial development. 

Recognizing the importance of environmental considerations in industrial 

development, HMGN ~ndorsed "Environmental Impact Assessment Guidelines for 

Industry Sector .. on 24 July 19% and published it m the gazette on 6 Nov. 1995 (Volume 

45 N umber 29 in 1995). 
A consultative and ~t11keholder participation proce&. was used in the process of 

developing this guidelines. The Ministry of Industry, in close collaboration with NPC/ 
IUCN National Conservation Strategy (NCS) Implementation Project, organized a two 

week long workshop from 2- 12 December 1991. Senior officials from HMGN Ministr-y of 

Industry, Department of Industry and related line agencies including representatives from 

National Planning Commission. Central Regional Agricultural Directorate. Department of 

Water Supply and Sewerage National Industrial Development Corporation, Kathmandu 

Vnlley Town Development Committee, Department of Soil Conservation and Watershed 

Management nnd Ministry of Water Resource were represented in the workshop.The 

draft guidelines was circulated to the concerned institutions including governmental, non-
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governmental and private sector for comments. The guidelines were revised by 

incorporating comments and suggestions made on the first draft. A one day workshop 

wC'ls org<mised jointly by the Ministry of Industry and IUCN-The World Conservation 

Union, NCS Implementation Project on August 13, 1993 to discuss comments, 

suggestions and recommendations. 

This guidelines were drafted through a participatory approach. NCS 

implementation Project ( NPC/IUCN ) organised a study tour to different industrial 

estates in Nepal to make the workshop participants familiar with environmental 

problems related to industries in the country. The Industrial Enterprises Act, 1992 and 

National Environmental Impact Assessment Guidelines, 1993 were consulted widely to 

make the guidelines compatible with them. 

I hope that concerned institutions and persons representing governmental, non

government and private sector find these guidelines useful and friendly for environmental 

integration and industrial development. 

I would like to thank all the individuals and organizations who made significant 

contributions in developing these guidelines. 

viii 

Dr. Ambika P Adhikari 

Country Representative 

IUCN Nepal 



INTRODUCTION 

The Economy and the Environment 

. Nepal's industrialization is relatively new, but it is growing. It now contributes about 11 

percent of the country's annual economic performance. It is out-performing the agricul

tural sector by a factor of 4 to 1, and seems likely to become the main engine in improv

ing the country's future prosperity. 

It is, therefore, in the country's interest to promote further industrial growth and 

continued modernization. A good climate for investment must be encouraged. However, 

modern industry also proceeds in a manner that does not damage the environment, and 

does its best to avoid giving offense to the public in its neighborhood. 

While industry can bring jobs and prosperity to a neighborhood, it can also arouse 

strong criticism if it is accompanied by bad smells. discolored streams or loud noise. 

Every industrialized country has experienced situations where poor land-use, or thought
• less managers have jeopardized the assets of an industry by diminishing the social.quality 

of neighborhood life. 

Good environmental management is not only about protecting public health but 

also about protecting social values. Industries that ignore this rule of behavior run a risk 

of arousing a neighborhood's anger. This can become very painful and damaging to a 
company's reputation. It has even been known to force costly relocation of an industry. 

Good environmental management is simply a careful minimization of waste in 

manufacturing processes, followed by the economical treatment of residual wastes that 

cannot be directly discharged into the environment. Treatment of wastes discharged into 

the air, into water or into disposal sites can be expensive and add substantially to 

production costs. Wastes and their costs should be minimized. The astute businessmen 

will increasingly ask the question: How can I save money by reducing waste in raw 

materials and energy so that I spend as little as possible on the costly treatment of 

unavoidable residual wastes? 

That is just good management - and investors place their money where they see 

good managers. 

Law and Regulation 

The Industrial Enterprises Act, 1992, was passed to enhance industrial productivity and 

encourage industrial investment. Within this law is also embraced the Introduction of 

environmental protection. This is to be exercised by industries falling within the scope of 

the Act. This includes most of the country's major industries that might conceivably 

jeopardize security, public health or the environment due to their operations. 

The basic legal rules for the emission of wastes discharged into air and water have 

been drafted in the document entitled, ''Industrial Pollution Control Regulation for Air 

and Water Discharges" . However, these rules are not enforceable until they are accom

panied by standards, mostly expressed numerically as a factor of the maximum allowable 
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discharges permitted from a given mdustry. Once the industry-specific standards are 

published. the combination of the bi.\Sic rules and the standards becomes immediately 

enforce<1ble for a particular industry. 

In order to consider environmentol issues before any industrial project to be 

executed. Ministry of Industry has already gazetted the ''Environmental Impact Assess

ment Guideline for Industry Sector. 1995". This guideline will also be applicable in 

obtaining permission in diversification and expansion of the existing industries coming 

under Annex-2 of the Industrial Enterpnses Act. 1992. A measuring tool in comparing the 

socio-economic benefits with environmental impact of industry. ii assists both the 

proponents as well as decision-makers in planning and implementing the industry. 

Existing Industries 

Before C1ny industry-specific standards are published the Ministry will send an application 

form lo each company falling under Annex 2 of the Industrial Enterprises Act, 1992. T his 

will inqui.re into raw materials, production, power. 1.1.•aste generation. waste treatment and 

disposal facilities. waste streams separation practices and other details. It will be advis

able to be frank and helpful at this stage because the Ministry will be comparing indus

tries' eshmates with the e"•imates published by similar industries in other countries. More 

importantly, the Ministry will be using the data provided in its negotiations with the 

Industry in devising long-term programs of environmental control. 

In the short-term, the Ministry will issue provisional Environmental Permits. These 

permits allow companies to continue to operate largely under prevailing environmental 

conditions - though possibly with some modest housekeeping improvements - until 

<ippropriate industry-speci fic standards are published. The benefit of the permit is that the 

company holding one will not be prosecuted for pollution unless it is either grossly 

negligent or it willfully discharges contamination to a degree that con not be overlooked. 

In the period between the issue of the provisional Environmental Permit and the 

pubhcalton of industry-specific discharge standards (a periocl of two years is the maxi

mum allowed for the publication the first industry specific standards), the Ministry will 

start negotiations with those industries requiring early attention. 

The Ministry's intention is to establish a schedule of abatement tasks that an 

industry can realistically accomplish. Clearly, an industry cannot comply with internation

ally accepted discharge standards overnight. Experience in most countries shows that 

compliance usually takes many years. For some industries, the process may take, 

typically. 20 years. There is no hard and fast rule. The duration depends on the state of 

the economy, time required to design and build treatment equipment and time to find 

capital funding. 

Time should also be allowed to identify cost savings derived from the minimization 

of the use of raw materials and of energy wastage. It is difficult to over-stress the impor

tance of waste minimization. Most companies - even the best-tend to overlook quite 

simple practices that waste money. Poor water management is a common example; 

overstocking of raw materials is another: excessive use without recovery of process 

chemicals is a third. Experience in many countries shows that strong waste management-



particularly simple housekeeping-con reduce a company's wastes by as much as 30 or 40 

percent. These are the wastes that cost money if they are discharged and disposed of. 

The Ministry urges every company to commit to a waste minimization program. 

Each step of every process should be critically examined to see where wastes can be 

eliminated, changes made and money saved. Sooner or later companies will spend 

money on waste treatment These costs are likely to be substantial, and therefore they, 

too. must be minimized. 

The Ministry must assure itself that companies will undertake an environmental 

management progrnm - usually extending over a number of years - that will culminate in 

attaining industry-specific discharge standards. This program should preferably start with 

waste minim ization and cost savings. Clnd then move into a phase of expenditure on 

residu<ll waste treatment. This latter phase must provide companies sufficient time to 

raise capital as well i\S design Clnd construct waste treatment works. The Ministry wi ll 

negotiate these abatement programs with companies. It will also require the attainment 

of intermediate go<:1ls to ensure that abatement schedules are not slipping. The negoti

ated progrnms will be formalized in Control Orders. These are intended to be realistic 

and prnctical antl yet preserve a degree of nexibility in the Ministry's enforcement. While 

" company maintains the negotiated schedule of tasks set out in a Control Order. the 

Ministry will not prosecute. If compliance dates are missed without good reason. the 

Ministry has lhe 1 ight lo prosecute- but prosecution is not automatic. Circumstances may 

dictci te that prosecution is unnecessary or inappropriate. 

The Control Order is clearly an instrument of considerable flexibil ity - but it keeps 

the Ministry in firm control of the progress of ubalemcnt. 

A Control Order should be re-negotiated if circumstances change_ 

When an industry-specific discharge standard is published. companies in that 

industry sector wil l be given a !)ermnnent Environml:!ntal Permit (the provisional permit 

wi ll lapse <1nd be withdrawn) together with a Control Order. if the companies are not 

already in compliance. Eventu<:1lly. the Control Order. too, will lapse as the last tasks are 

completed. Th11 companies will then operate under the permanent Environrnental 

Permits 

In the meC1nt1ml:!. the companies will get the lime necessary lo minimize wastes and 

build treatment works while under a high degree of immunity from prosecution. The 

Ministry will get nexible but firm control over the abatement of pollution. 

New Industries or Extensions to Existing Industries 

The process of obtaining license or permission for new industries or divers!fication or 

expansion of existing industries (under Annex-2. Industrial Enterprise Act, 1993) must 

start with EIA or IEE of the proposed activity. 

The Ministry generally, expects the applicant for a license to examine the environ

mental consequences of industry in advance. The EINIEE might be seen as yet another 

costly and Lime consuming activity in the permission process. However, it is designed to 

provide for a framework for considering location and design issues and environmental 

issues in porallel. The consideration of environmental impacts early in the planning stage 
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of the industrial project can lead to environmentally sensitive development to improve 

relations between th~ proponent, the planning authority and the local communities and 

to a worthwhile financial return on the extra expenditure incurred. 

EINIEE are submitted to the Department of Industry or Department of Cottage 

and Small Scale Industry along with the industrial proposal. The Departments are 

responsible in evaluating the IEE reports themselves but in case of EIA an Evaluation 

Committee examines it. 

The process of obtaining an Environmental Permit for new industries or expan

sions of existing industries closely follows the pattern described in the previous section 

dealing with the existing industries. 

The Industries 

The intention behind the Industrial Enterprises Act, EIA Guidelines for Industry sector 

and the draft regulation is to provide for environmental protection. It is also intended that 

this protection be achieved in a manner that stresses management and not prosecution. 

These are flexible in character but keep the Ministry, the appointed enforcement agency, 

in firm control of events. However, true success for the Ministry depends on persuading 

modem approach to industrial management and not to rely on court actions and fines. 

The first essential point is that every manager and every worker shall be aware of 

the need to reduce wastes and to cut costs. 

The second essential point is that every manager and every worker shall be 

aware that an industry must find the best way it can to fit into its neighborhood, with the 

minimum of cause for public complaint. Good public relations and sensitivity in dealings 

with neighbors are good business that no amount of regulation can ever provide. 

Ministry and the Private Sector 

The private sector industrialists and the institution like Federation of Nepalese Chamber 

of Commerce and Industries (FNCCI) have been quite co-operative in the endeavor of 

formulating and implementing EIA guidelines. The success of EIA implementation is 

dependent upon the reception of the guidelines by private sector. Therefore, the EIA 

related works in the ministry are being done in collaboration with the institutions like 

FNCCI. 
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HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

NOTICE * 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES 
FOR INDUSTRY SECTOR, 1995 

In the context of abating the adverse impact caused by the establishment, diversification 

and expansion of industries came into being as an outcome of the new industrial policy 

of His Majesty's Government His Majesty's Government has made effective this guide

lines to assess environmental consequences, in advance. before the establishment. 

diversification and expansion of such industries by adopting preventive and curative 

measures or by using environment friendly techniques to achieve sustainable economic 

benl:!fits. 

CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARY 

1. Short TitJe and Commencement: 

(I) These guidelines shall be called Environmental Impact Assessment 

Guidelines for Industry Sector, 1995 

(2) These guidelines shall come into force at once. 

2. Definitions: Unless contrary intentions appear, in these guidelines: 

(a) "Guidelines" means the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Guidelines for the Industry Sector, 1995. 

(b) " Industry" means industry opening under the Industrial Enterprises 

Act, 1992. 

(c) "Proponent" means the individual. group, organization or company 

proposing to establish and operate an industry. 

(d) .. Impact Mitigation Measures'' means measures to be adopted to 

minimize or completely remove adverse impact and to enhance 

positive impacts on environment. 

(e) "Screening" means action undertaken to determine whether or not 

environmental impact assessment is necessary to any industry. 

·unofficial translation of Environmental Impact Assessment Guidelines for Industry 

Sector published in Nepal Rajpatra (Gazette). Volume 45, Number 29. 
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CHAPTER 11 
OBJECTIVES AND USES OF GUIDELINES 

3. Objectives: The objectives of the guidelines <ire as follows: 

(a) To assist in the assessinent of impacts likely to be caused on the 
environment due to the establishn1ent. diversification or expansk 1 of 

<111 industry. 

(b) To facilitate to optimize the benefits of industrial activities without 

degrading environn1enlill quality, the natural resource base <1nd the 

c11lturol heritage of the society. 

(c) To help to discover protective <1nd preventive measures to minimize 

or ren1ove adverse in1pact~ likely to be caused on the environment 

by the establishment und operation of an industry. 

(cl) Facilitate to integrate environmental considerations in the process of 

establishment nnd operation of an industry. 

(e) Piovide information to decision-makers to determine whether or not 

the proposed industry is to be established from an environmental 

perspective ond what mode should be adopted to implement the 

proposed industry. 

4. Uses of the Guidelines: The following organizations or individuals sh,lll use the 

guidelines: 

(o) Proponents 

(b) Ministry of Industry and Departments 

(c) National Plnnning Commission Secretariat 

(d) Consultilnts involved in environn1ental impact assessment 

(e) Environmentally concerned any interest group and the general public 

5, Conditions Under which Guidelines Should be Used: In case of an industry, 

the guidelines n1ust be used in the following conditions: 

(a) In the course of a pre-feasibility study 

{b) !n the course of a feasibility study 

(c) Before undertaking i'ln environmental ilnpact assessment study 

(d) While reviewing environinental impact assessment report 

(e) In a situation while making decision on environmental issues related 

to an industry 

(f) In the course of environmental monitoring 

(g) At the post-auditing stage of establishment, diversification or 

expansion of an industry 



--------., 

CHAPTER Ill 
SCREENING OF INDUSTRY AND INITIAL 

ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION 

6. Need for Screening of Industry: 

(1) Screening of an industry is imperative in the beginning to determine whether 

environn1ental in1pact c1ssessment is necessary for an industry or not. 

(2) Screening undertaken pursuant to Sub-section (1) shall facilil<lte the 

following: 

{a) 'IQ s<1ve time and money 

(b) To inforn1 about the need and scale of the industry 

(c) To irnmediately identify environmental issues of rnajor public concern 

(d) To detennine whelher an environmental impoct assessment study 
needs lo be conducted or not 

{3) The screening process sh<1ll divide the project proposals into the following 

categorie~ 

(o) Requiring an environment<il impact assessment 

(b) Not requiring ;u1 environmental impact assessment 

(c) The need for an environmental in1pact assessment is not clear 

(4) The work related to the screening of Industry shall be done by ministry of 

industry and agencies under it. 

7. Criteria on Screening of Industry: 

{l) To determine ~vhether any industry needs environmental impact assessment 

or not, the criteria on screening of industry should be determined first. 

(2) Pursuant to Sub·section ( l ), the criteria on screening of an industry shall be 

determined as per the National Environ1nental ln1pact Assessment 

Guidelines, 1993 section 8 clause (1). 

8. Initial Environmental Examination: 

(I) Industries listed in Annex- I, industries with less capacity thf1n quoted in 

Annex-2, and industries likely lo be established in the environmentally 

sensitive areas mentioned in Annex-3 need to prepare initial environmental 

examination. 

(2) The initial environmental exnmination report, in the format given in Annex-

4, <iddressing n1any activities to be adopted during the establishment and 

operation of industry, with brief description of natural resources to be 

affected, should be prepared and submitted to the related department. 

(3) The activities coming under sub·section (2) include !ocatlon, necessity of 

mecins and resources, production of solid wastes, policy, rules, guidelines 

ilnd so forth. 

9. Responsibility of lnltlal Environmental Examination: The responsibility of 
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conducting initial environmental examination shall remain on the proponent. 

10. Appropriate Time for ·screening of Industry and Initial Environment 

Examination: Screening of industry and initial environmental examination should 

be usually undertaken during the pre-feasibility study of industry. 

11. Location Change: 
(1) After getting license from the related department, if the proponent wants to 

change the location of industry he should inform the deparlment. The 

related depart1nent rnay permit to change the location without initial 

environn1ental exan1ination again in the following conditions : 

(a) if the new location is in a similar geographical area, 

(b) if the environmental impacts are within the acceptable llmits, and 

{cl if the new proposed location is outside the area mentioned in Annex

:l. 
(2) Whatsoever is maintained in sub-section (1). the proponent is bound to 

obey the recommended banning activities in the initial environmental 

exan1inalion report. 

CHAPTER IV 
SCOPING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT 

12. Environmental Impact Assessment: Industries requiring EIA from IEE report 

and the industries listed in Annex-2 must do EIA. 

13. Scoping: 

( 1) After completing the work for screening of industry, scoplng shall be 

undertaken with the aim of discovering the alternatives to the proposed 

activities of the industry identified as having potentially significant impact on 

the environment, selecting appropriate alternatives, and determining the 

issues lo be considered during the environmental impact assessment. 

(2) Scoping for environmental impact assessment shall be conducted to attain 

the following objectives: 

(a) To identify the issues and relevant aspects to be considered for 

environmental impact assessment 

(b} To ensure contextu<i.1 relev,ince of environmental impact assessment 

(c) To enable agencies responsible for an environmental impact 

assessment study to properly brief the study team on the alternatives 

and on impact to be considered <it different levels of analysis 

.. 



(d) To determine eva)uation procedures to be adopted in the course of 
environmental impact assessment 

(e} To find out aU the aspects likely to be affected by the industry 
(f) To provide an opportunity for publtc involvement !n determining the 

factors to be assessed 
(g) To facilitate early agreement on contentious issues 
(h) To save lime and money 
(!) To prepare terms of reference for environmental Impact assessment 

(3) Scoping for envlronm+ntal Impact assessment should be done continuously 
during the industrial pilpject planning and in designing the phases as 
required. 

14. Methods of Scoping for Environmental Impact Aueument: While scoping 
for environmental impact assessment, attention should be paid particularly to the 
following subjects: 

(a) Making a Plan for Public lnuoluement: Pu bile Involvement and 
communication plans are the most important tools for assisting a scoping 
exercise. As the main purpose of scoping in the early stage of industrial 
project planning is to dearly define all the communities and agencies which 
may be allowed to influence decisions relating lo the proposal, the plan 
should determine the persons to be involved for discussions and when and 
how the communication exercise is to be undertaken. For this, consent must 
bl! obtained from the concerned government agency or authority. Whtie 
formulating a plan for public involvement, the proponent, concerned 
experts, local people to be affected by the industry, and the special interest 
groups should be included In the list of contact persons. In order to involve 

' the affected group under this process and to collect necessary Information, 
the following procedures should be partially or fully adopted. 

(i) To col!ect suggestions in writing from the relevant government 
agencies ond the public. 

(ii) To hold community meetings c:ind collect suggasllons from the 
genernl public. 

(iii) To conduct preliminary observation or field studv of the project site. 
{iv) To arrange workshops or seminars. 
(v) To establish an inter-sectoral task force. 

(b} Collectfng Relevant Data and Information: At. this stage, data and 
information pertinent to the nature of the iodustry.$~Q~·obe coJ!~te(:i and a 
preliminary list of potenti1'l environmental lmpe.lrtt,.~m~ctlcal a.l~rnatives 
should be prepared, For.detalled lnformation,.qf1t!).e g[,9posec!_Jn~u;itry, 
necessary maps, drawings and·other, relevant l)l.(l..tllrl~f,·~~ould l$o be 
attached. Such basic information helps formulate appropriate mitigation 
measures-and forrns.a basts (pr furt~er·dlscv~lon {'.bQl,\I t~e Impact 

(c) Providing Necessary Notlflaatlon and J'1formatton1 to. thl People 

llkely to be J\ffected by the Industry: The Information collected 
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pursuant to Clause (b) should be given to the llkely affected people. The 
procedure of sending information shall be finallzed by the relevant 
department. 

(d) Evaluating the Serlou.tnen of the Issues on the Basis of Available 
Information: After having identified the major issues and classified them 
under different categories, their validity should be evaluated from a technical 
perspective. If certain questions of technical nature remain unresolved, a 
discussion panel or workshop should be arranged at an appropriate venue 
to resolv~ the prcblems. An Inter-sectoral group on the Initiation of relevant 
department in 'the ministry of industry shall play a decisive role for this 
purpose. 

(e) Establishing Prlorltlu /or Enulronmental Impact Anessment: The 
issues classified under different categories pursuant to clause (d) must be 
analyzed in detail and the key issues relevant to the industry should be 
arranged in order of priority after sepal-ating those issues which may be 
resolved Immediately and those which have no relevance to the proposed 
industry. 

(0 Deuel oping a Strategy for Addressing Priority ISBues: After adopting 
appropriate alternatives or other mitigation measures for the prioritized 
Issues relevant to the industry pursuant to clause (e), the Issues which may 
be resolved immediately must be dropped from the l\st and a term of 
reference should be prepared in order to define the guidelines for further 
study, if It is necessary, to resolve the remaining issues. The Information 
required for environmental impact assessment depends upon the type, level 
and magnitude of the industry. 

15. Responsible Agency for Scoping of En\llronmental Impact As1e1sment: 
{1) The main responsible agency for scoping environmental Impact assessment. 

But ln this matter, the relevant department of ministry of Industry can 
provide guidance, review or modify the scoping analysis of the proponent. If 
felt necessary, the department can order for modification. 

{2) The involvement of local people, community, non.governmental 
organization, related government agencies, local elected bodies, Investors, 
other Industrial groups and representative of FNCCI should be made to 
perform the scoping work openly and with large public Involvement. 

16. Appropriate Time for Scoping of Environmental Impact A••eument: The 
scoping work should be done ln between the period of industry ld8ntlflcalion and 
the preliminary stage of industry establishment. The appropriate· time for scoping of 
the EIA be the pre·feaslblllty stage of industry. 

But, this work can outline in continue in Incorporating the new subjects arisen in 
the process of EIA. 
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CHAPTERV 
PREPARATION OF TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

17. Terms of Reference for Environmental Impact Asse&sment: 
(1) Generally, the terms of reference for environmental Impact assessment shall 

be prepared on the basis of the scoping exercise. 
(2) If environmental impact assessment is felt necessary ln the process of the 

screening exercise, the terms of reference must be prepared for the following 
activities to provide specific guidelines for environmental impact assessment: 

(a) To systematize the working procedure; 

(b) To delineate mojor actlv!Ues to be Implemented; 

(c) To fit in environmental impact assessment with existing policy, rules 
and admlnistraUve procedures; 

(d) To accomplish the job within a specified llme limit; 
(e) T9 give special emphasis to the most significant aspects of the study; 
(fl To provide technical guidance relating to maln aspects of the 

environment which require delineation in the course of study. 

18. Format of Terms of Reference: The terms of reference shall be prepared in the 
format prescribed in Annex-5. 

CHAPTER VI 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT 

19. Environmental Impact Assessment Report: 
(1) Upon completion of the environmental impact assessment exercise of the 

industry requiring environmental impact assessment, the industry proponent 
must prepare an environmental ilnpact assessment report taking the 
following points into consideration: 

(a) The report must be concise. 
(b) Adequate attention must be paid where envirqnmental Impact Is 

significant. 
(c) The extent and depth of Impact ai;ialvsls IlJ\.lft1commensurate with 

the nature of potential Impact. 
(d) Due importance rn~ be paid to the respon~tblliUes of target users 

such a$ the-proponent, the deslgnef& and~be decision-makers. 
(2) Expenses to be incurred.for the preparation pf ll)e environmental impact 
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assessment report shall be bdrne by the proponent of indus.try. 

20. Format of Environmental Impact Assessment Report: The environmental 
impact assessment report must be prepared in the format prescribed !n Annex·6. 

21. Annexes: Annexes containing information relevant to the concerned industry site 
and operation should be attached to the environmental impact assessment report. 
All materials and information used in the course of preparing the environmental 
impact assessment report should be included in Annexes. Annexes may be attached 
wllh the main report as its component or may be presented under a separate 
volume. 

CHAPTER VII 
IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

22. Objectives: Any industrial activity has some environmental lmpUcatlon, whether 
beneficinl or adverse. Therefore, it ls essential to identify changes apparent In the 
environmental condition along with favorable or adverse impact resulting from 
activities associated with the concerned industry. The exercise of Impact 
identification must start at the initial stage of studying data and Information relevant 
to the concerned industry and surrounding environment. 

23. 1\1pes of Environmental Impact: 
(1) In connection with the process of environmental impact'ahessment, 

attention must be paid to the followlng categories: 
(a) Socioeconomic Impact: A study of socioeconomic impact of the 

concerned Industry should be conducted to examine the actlvitles 
that would bring about changes to the exl1ttlng economic and social 
conditions of the communities within the Industry area or Its vicinity. 
The socioeconomic impacts may be beneficial or adverse. 
Examination of such impacts should be based on the toss of 
agricultural & forest land, displaced houses, Impact on human 
health, impact on social values and· reputatlon, and Income 

distribution. 
(b) Biological and Physlcochemlcal lmpat;l: The Impacts under this 

category relate to effects·on biophysical resources llke vegetation, 
wlldllfe, crops and aquatic Ufe. The changes caused In soil and land 
form, soil erosion, flood, and sedimentation are known as physical 
impact. The chemical changes caused In air, water and soil quality by 
industrial activities are known as chemical Impact. 

(c) Cultural Impact: Attention should be paid to the Impact likely to· be 
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caused on cultural heritage by the industry. Areas of study should 
include historical and religious sites and traditional practices likely to 
be affected by the industrial activities. 

(2) Environmental impact mentioned in sub-section (1) may be categorized as 
direct, indirect or cumulallve as follows: 

(a) Direct Impact: Direct impact refers to a direct alteration in the 
existing environmental conditions as a consequence of industrial 
activity. 

(b) Indirect Impact: Indirect impact results when one component of 
the environment has repercussions on other related components. A 
direct Impact can have long-term effects, producing numerous 
indirect impacts, depending on the shucture and function of a 
particular system being stressed over by the Industrial activities. 

(c) Cumulative Impact: Environmental Impact caused by a single 
activity may not be significant. However, a series of similar types of 
impacts created by more than one industry or the combined effect of 
several impacts created by one industry may be slgnlflcant. As a 
result, an ecosystem may be dramatically affected by such 
cumulative impacts. Therefore it is necessary to pay special attentton 
to cumulative impacts likely to be caused by the industries sharing 
mutual resources and affecting a particular area. 

24. Methods of Impact Identification and Comparison: 
(1) The techniques and procedures to be adopted for environmental impact 

assessment may vary from one industry to another. Some industries cause 
impact of greater intensity on the environment whlle other industries cause 
impact of lesser intensity. Similarly, the impacts of some Industries are 
beneficial while others are harmful. Therefore, decision-makers should 
consider these factors seriously before making decisions ab~ut impacts on 
environment by an industry. The following methods may be adopted for 
identification and comparison: 

(a) Checklist Method: 
(i) This method starts with the preparation of a llst of 

envitonmental, social and economic factors which may be 
affected by the concerned industry. Methods ranging from the 
simple to the complex may be adoptaj whlle preparing such a 
list. 

(ii) One of the most effective and wldel)i'. ~d methods combines a 
checklist wllh threshold of concern. A oheckllst of environmental 
resources is usually compared against a.threshold of concern 
value and any Impact that exceeds the threshold of concern 
value ts considered to be significant. Threshold values are 
gen1:1ra!ly available as a standard for any resources concerned. 
S!gnlflcance·of the impact ls determined by comparing impact 
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rating and threshold of concern. 
(iii) A simple checklist Is basically a summary of the full range of the 

environmental impacts and should start with listing the potential 
impact areas. It first identifies the area likely to be affected. The 
next step is to assess the character and nature of the Impact This 
should usually be accomplished by using descriptive terms such 
as adverse or beneficial, short term or long term, significant or 
insignificant effect, etc. 

(b) Matrix Method: 
(i) Among different methods adopted to display Interrelations 

between industrial activities and potentially affected 
environment, the matrix method is the most familiar and widely 
used technique. A matrix is developed by combining a checklist 
of industrial actions and a checkllst of environmental 
components within a two dimensional ruatrlx through which the 
potential impacts can be identified. This ls also referred to as an 
Interaction matrix. The llkellhood of Impacts by each industrial 
component on each environmental component should be 
marked ln an interaction cell with a predetermined sign. The 
result is an identification of potential impacts. Af this stage of 
identification the type of Impact ls not categorized as direct or 
indirect, but the completed matrix clearly shows the Impacts. 
Besides, th!s provides initial guidance for further extensive study. 

(it) Another matrix method depicts in detail the resources likely to 
be affected by industrial activities. It clearly identifies potential 
impact areas, predicts impact severity, specifies corresponding 
mltlgalion measures, and helps identify agencies responsible for 
implementing mitigation measures. This type of matrix is simple, 
covers all aspects and provides a complete environmental 
impact assessment overview in summary. This provides easy 
and clear guidance for decision.makers. 

(c) Network Method: 
The network method is an expanded form of matrix method and 
it reflects the interrelationship between cause, condition and 
effect. It allows. for identification of cumulative as well as 
primary. secondary and tertiary impact. This method may also 
be described as an .. Impact Tree". Since the environmental 
impacts are generally complex, the network approach is quite 
useful for studying them. Each industrial activity causes one or 
more changes within the existing environment which, in turn, 
produces one or more sub~equent changes. 

25. Impact Prediction: 
(1) The next step after impact identification ls to predict the magnitude, extent 
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and duration of the impact. The prediction of impact caused by the 
establlshment and operation of industry should be made on the basis of 
available baseline data on environmental conditions. Such anticipated 
changes or impacts should be described in quantitative or qualitative terms. 
For predicting the environmentill impact, al least the fol!owlng tasks must be 
undertaken: 

{a} To determine the inili<il or basic environn1ental condition: 
(b) To predict the future environn1.~nti'I! condition in Cflse th!! concerned 

industry is not estflblish<:'d: 
(c) To estimate the future environmente1l condition in cflse of the 

operation of the indushy. 
(2) In the process of impact prediction, special attention must be paid to the 

following aspects: 
(a) Magnitude of Impact: The magnitude of impact is determined on 

the basts of severlly of each potential impact. It also indicates whether 
or not the impact is reversible. If an impact is reversible, ii indicates the 
potential rate of recovery. The magnitude of impact is considered to be 
serious if a major adverse impact cannot be mltigated. A major 
adverse impact would affect the potential subsistence, recreational and 
commercial use of biophysical resources, with the result that the value 
of resources would be reduced far below publicly acceptable level. 
Moderate to minor unmitigated impact of a similar nature would make 
the resources still usable but at some inconvenience to the publlc. 

{b) Extent af Impact: The geographic and spatial zone of influence of 
the industry should be determined. The extent of an in1pact may be 
confined to the industry site or area. If the Impacts of a proposed 
industry is limited to the watershed alone, it ls called a local impact. 
An impact is considered to be of regional level if !I extends beyond the 
watershed. Similarly, if the resources are affected at na.llonal scale, it is 
known as a national impact 

(c) Duration of Impact: As environmental Impacts have a temporal 
dimension, they should be discovered through an environmental 
impact assessment. Impacts arising at different phases of establishment 
and operation of industry need special consideration. Generally, an 
impact that lasts for only 3 years after establlshmenl of an industry 
may be classified as short term; an impact that continues for more 
than 3 years but less than 20 years may be considered as medium 
term; and an impact that lasts beyond 20 ya{lrs may considered to be 
long term. The impact caused during different phases of cdnstrucllon 
of an industry is generally of a temporary ni,.ture. 

26. Impact Ranking Methodology: 
(1) In order to compal\! the relative environmental imp~cts of an industry. an 

assessment fra1nework relevant to the concerned tnpustry must be prepared. 
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The framework shoulJ ascertain the magnitude, extent and duration of the 
types of Impact associated with the industry. 

(2) Normally a numerical scale should be developed in order to provide a 
qualitative assessment of various types of predicted impacts. The following 
ranking methodology is found lo be used in many studies: 

Magnitude Extent Duration 
High/Major 60 Regional 60 Long Term 20 
Moderate 20 Local 20 Medium Term 10 
Minor 10 Site Specific 10 Short Term 05 

A sum of the impact values for magnitude, extent, duration provides a 
maximum of 140 and a minimum of 25. 

(3) This type of ranking methodology ls useful for comparing different project 
alternatives. The Impact values or scores for each of the alternatives are 
summed up and multiplied by the probabillty of occurrence of the particular 
impact. The final impact scores for all alternatives can then be compared 
and the highest value should correspond to the greatest potential for 
environmental Impact. 

CHAPTER VIII 
IMPACT MITIGATION MEASURES 

27, Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures: Impact mitigation measures must 
be adopted with the objective of reducing and removing undesirable Impact and 
maximizing project benefits. The following measures, which are appropriate and 
relevant to most development projects, must be adopted: 
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(a) Consideration of Altemotlt>es: 
(1) Consideration of alternatives to a proposed industry .is one of the key 

functions of environment impact assessment. Environmental impact 
assessment examines alternative ways to achieve the objectives of 
the proposed industry. Its objective should be to reach a point at 
Which the benefits are maximized and the undesirable Impacts 
minimized. The proposal of an Industry must consider the 
alternatives In the following aspects: 

(I) level of producllon 
(ii) technology 
(Ill) location 
(iv) fuel 
(v) mitigation measures 
(vl) raw materials 
(vii) design 
(vlli) time schedule 
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{Ix) socio-economic aspects 

(2) A comparative study of adverse impacts and benefits of the industry 

must also be Included. Inking into consideration the alternative of 
totally abandoning the lndushv. 

(b) Adoption of Compensatory Measures: Compensotory measures are 

acllons which are undertaken to compensate for unavoidable or adverse 

impacts. Compensa1ory meosures 1nust specifically include the following 
activities: 

(i) restoration of damaged natural resources, and 
(ii) launching of clean-up program, 

(c) Adoption of Corrective Measures: Corrective measures should be 
adopted to reduce adverse impact to an acceptable level. The following 
corrective measures must be adopted while operating an Industry: 

(i) installation of pollution control devices, 
(i!) construction of polluted water treatment plants, 
(iii) solid waste management. 
(iv) plantation to check sound pollution, and 
(v) buffer zone between the industry and residential area. 

(dl Adoption of Preventive Measures: Some impacts of serious nature may 
be reduced or eliminated before their occurrence by adopting preventive 
measures. Preventive measures are as follows: 

{i) strict adoption of precautionary measures, 
(ii) initiation of public awareness program, and 
(iii) strict maintenance of standards. 

(e) Implementation of Mitigation Measures: As Implementation of 
mitigation measures requires funding, a statement of estimated expenditure 
must be included in the environmental impact assessment report. All 
proposed mitigation measures must be integrated Jn the design of industry 
so that these measures may automatically form a part of the. construction 
and operational phases of the industry. The responslblllty for Implementing 
all the recommended impact reducing measures Iles with the lndustrlallst or 
entrepreneur and the ministry of industry or relevant department that can 
check whether these measures are implemented or not. 

CHAPTER IX 
REVIEW OF DRAFT ENVlRONMENl'AL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT REPORT 

• 
28. Release for Public Review: A·draft·envlronmental Impact assessment report must 

be released for public review and comments. The review of the draft environmental 
Impact assessment report and the comments received should' be made available for 
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review by the proponent of industry along with non.government organizations, 
agencies, independent institutions and concerned public. 

29. Objectives: The report review must attain the following objectives: 
(a) whether the draft environmental impact assessment report complies w!th the 

terms of reference presented at the beginning of the study; 
{b) whether the draft report is in concurrence with the Environmental Impact 

Assessment Guidelines for Industry Sector; 
(c} whether the draft report addresses the key environmental Issues which need 

to be finallzed prior to making a decision in industry; 
(d) whether the report results are scfentlflcally and technically sound and 

coherently organized so as to be understood by decision-makers and the 
public in general; 

(e) whether the study identifies all significant adverse environmental impacts 
likely to arise during the establishment and operation wllh mitigation 
measures for each impact; 

{f) whether the methodology adopted, techniques applied, assumptions made 
and limitations faced during the course of study have been fully described; 

(g) whether reasonable alternatives have been suggested to the proposed 
action; and 

(h) whether the sources of information cited in the report are relevant. 

30. Review of Parameters: The following parameters must be carefully checked wh!le 
reviewing the environmental impact assessment report : 

(a) Basic Situation: 

{i) whether the significant basic information is available or not ? 
(ii) whether the environmental !eve] of proposed location and its 

surrounding is mentioned or not ? 
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(iii) which basic level of environmental specific major issue~ has the 
possibility of effect ? 

(b) Impact Identification: 

(i) Whether the industry has any impact on an environmentally 
sensitive area. 

' (ii) Whether there is a clear statement of significant beneficial and 
adverse impacts. 

{iii) Whether the probable risks likely to be caused by the impacts 
have been evaluated, 

{iv) Whether attention has.been paid to off-site effects, trans
boundry effects and the possible lime lag ·before effects are 
manifested. 

(c) Mitigation Measures: 

(l} Whether mitigation measures have been proposed to reduce the 
adverse impact on environment from industry. 

(ii) Whether experiences from previous similar Industries have been 
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incorporated into the environmental impact assessment. 
(iii) Whether adequate attention has been paid to compensate for 

loss or dan1age of property or to the provision of resettlement. 
(iv} Whether the active involvement of concerned people and group 

is possible or not ? 

(d) Working Procedures: 
(i) Whether the environmental impact assessment working 

procedures conform to relevant laws and national and sectoral 
guidelines and regulations. 

(ii) In which phase of decision-making the environmental impact 
assessment has been included. 

(Hi} How the beneficial and adverse impacts of the industry have 
been integrated into the economic analysis of the industry. 

(iv) Whether the scoping procedure was satisfactory or not and 
whether the people's involvement in different stages of scoping 
was sufficient or not ? 

(e) lmplementatlon: 
(i) Whether a detailed monitoring and evnluation workplan has 

been specified. 
(ii) Whether the institutional arrangements for implementing the 

recommended tnitigation measures are satisfactory. 
(iii) Whether the agency responsible for Impact monitoring and 

environmental standard enforcement program has been 
specified in the environmental impact assessment report. 

(iv) Whether the expenditures to be incurred while undertaking 
environmental protection measures have been estimated and 
whether financial and technical capablllty and resources required 
to implement these measures are available. 

31. Responsible Agency for Environmental Impact Assessment Review: 
(1) The draft environmental impact assessment report prepared by the 

proponent as per the terms of reference in this guldellne is reviewed by a 
committee, chaired by the Director General of Department of Industry, and 
comprising the representatives of following agencies: 

(a) Representative of Environment Section 
of Ministry of Industry Member 

(b) Representative of concerned 
ministry/department 

(c) Representative from non-govern1nental . 
organlzallons·and effected general public 

(d) Representatlve of Fed.irci.!lon of Nepaleeq, 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry 

(e) Chief of Environment Section of 
Department of Industry 

Member 

'1ember 

Member-Secretary 
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The Committee of Section (1) can Issue the order f6r revision of report for 
more information. 

(2) The project proponent must collect comments and suggestions from the 
reviewers and get the report revised by environmental Impact assessment 
study team. 

CHAPTERX 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT MONITORING 

32. Need for Monitoring: Environmental impact monitoring must be conducted to 
fulfill the following objectives: 

(a) To ensure that the impact does not exceed legal standards; 
(bl To check the Implementation of mltlgatlon measures to see whether ii is In 

conformity with the environmental Impact assessment report; and 
(c) To provide timely warning of potenllal environmental damage. 

33. Principles of Monitoring: In order to Improve the implementation of mitigation 
measures. the following activities must be undertaken !n the process of 
environmental impact monitoring: 

(a) To determine carefully the indicators to be used In the process of monitoring; 
{b) To collect important and relevant information; 
{c) To apply measurable crlteria with regard to prescribed indicators; 
(d) To conduct objective analysis of the Information collected; 
(e) To work out clear conclusions based on objective analysis and processed 

information; 
(f) To make rational decisions based on the conclusions drawn pursuant lo 

Clauses (a) to (e); and 
(g) To recommend Improved mitigation measures to the responsible agency for 

establishment and operation of industry. 

34. Types of Monitoring: Jn the following situation, the environmental Impact 
monllor!ng should be conducted as follows : 
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(a} Baseline Monitoring: Prior to the tnlllallon of construction activities of the 
proposed industry, survey should be conducted of construction site and 
basic environmental parameters of the surrounding areas. This would help 
subsequent monitoring to identlfy changes in those parameters compared to 
the basellne. 

(b) Impact Monitoring: The ecological, social, economic, and public health 
parameters within the industry area must be measured during the 
construction and operation phases of the industry In order to detect 
environmental changes from the operation of the Industry. 
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(c) Compliance Monitoring: This type of monitoring employs periodic 
sampling or continuous recording of specific environmental quality indicators 
and or pollution levels to ensure compliance by the industry with 
recommended environmental protection standards. 

35. Regular Monitoring: The environmental impact must be monitored regularly to 
obtain necessary data and information in order to draw accurate conclusions 
concerning the impact of the industry. Environmental impact monitoring provides 
information required to ensure that the operation of industry has the least possible 
adverse environmental impact on the people and environment of the industry site. 

36. Intensity of Monitoring: 
( 1) In order to make the environmental Impact monitoring a success as 

envisioned, it should be granted proper importance In the process of 
operation of industr\,\ 

(2) A selection of scoping should specially be made from among the most 
important and critical parameters that could influence the industry and its 
surrounding environment. 

(3) The extent to which monitoring ought to be intensified should be 
determined on the basis of potential severity of the environmental impact. 

37. Selection of Impact Indicators: Environmental impact monitoring should not be 
limited to only a few components of the industry. Therefore, while determining the 
impact indicators, !t ls necessary to ensure that all components of the industry are 
covered by monitoring. If some components are potentially more significant than 
others in causing adverse environmental Impact, emphasis should be given to 
monitor the selected indicators for these significant components. 

38. Jnstltutlonal Aspects: 
{1) As effectiveness of monitoring depends upon lnstltullonal aspects, these 

aspects should not be ignored. Agencies responsible for the monitoring 
process must be firmly committed, particularly with regard to the following: 

(a) Willingness on the part of the instllutlons and personnel involved to 
support the monitoring process with the necessary level of resources 
and ability 

{\:>) Maintaining continuity of the monitoring process 
(c) Developing technical capabilities of the·Pirsonnel Involved in 

monitoring 
(d) Maintaining the thoroughness and lntegr!JY of the monitoring process 
(e) Making decisions only after a thorough review of results 
(f) Making available the Information obtained from monitoring to all the 

agencies con~rned 
(g) Making necessary lnslltullonal reforms In the planning and 

implementlng agencies and related orgP,n_~tions. 
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(2) The responsibility of environmental impact assessment monitoring should be 
the relevnnt department of industry. 

(3) The reporting format of environmental impact assessment monitoring 
depends upon the nature of the industry and analysis undertaken by the 
agencies concerned. The informaUon should be organized in a well
developed format and presented in regular reports allowing for easy 
presentation for declslon-n1aking and review meetings. 

(4) The concerned agencies should oversee enforcement of the decisions taken 
at the review meeting. If decisions are not implemented by the responsible 
agencies, legal measures should also be adopted to guarantee proper 
implementation. 

CHAPTER XI 
EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES 

39, Introduction: 
(1) Environmental impact assessment evaluotion is a continuous process 

through which the Impact of industry can be assessed objectively. It is 
primarily employed to assess the performance of environmental protection 
programs undertaken by responsible public or private sector agencies. II 
determines whether the mitigation measures adopted by the implementing 
agendes have been implemented according to the requirements Of the 
environmental impact assessment report. 

(2) Monitoring and evaluallon are two complementary steps of the 
environmental impact assessment study. Information generated from 
environmental impact assessment monitoring can provlde a reHable source 
of Information for the evaluation process. Similarly, evaluation results can 
serve as a basis to improve the environmental impact assessment i:nonitoring 
system. Evaluation can Indicate whether environmental impact assessment 
monitoring was properly implemented. 

(3) Environmental impact assessment evaluation is intrinsic to the 
environmental planning and management process. Special attention should 
be paid to monitoring unless evauation results are available on a regtilar 
basis, necessary information on the status of program Implementation 
cannot be generated for the regular review meetings held at key decision
maklng points in the environmental impact assessment process. 

(4) Envlronmental impact assessment evaluation and results are important if 
m!tlgatlon measures are to be effectively maintained and revised when 
necessary. Environmental !mpact assessment evaluation Is essential to 
stre.nglhen environmental impact assessment implementation on a 
nationwide level, and thus special attention must be paid to it. 

40. Determinants of Effective Evaluation: The data obtained from monlloring must 
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be analyzed in order to determine the actual impact from operation of industry 
against Impact predictions made at the time of environmental impact assessment 
preparation. These analysts Indicate whether new or revised remedial measures are 
necessary. The success of evaluation depends, besides other things, upon the 
fol!ow!ng: 

(a) methodology adopted for the environmental impact assessment evaluation 

work 

(b) completeness and goal·orlenlation of the environmental impact assessment 

evaluation work 

(c) tools used for analysis 

(d) commitment of the responsible agency (environmental impact assessment 
evaluation group) 

(e) uuthority given to the environment divisions of the ministry of industry and 

departments under the ministry in order to influence the entrepreneurs in the 
industry. 

(f) Willingness and ability of the entrepreneur to mitigate with adverse impacts. 

41. Evaluation Parameters: 
( 1) In the process of evaluation, indicators derived form important parameters 

related to the industry should be checked on a regular basis. These 
parameters include the following: 

(a) environmental issues raised In the environmental impact assessment 
report 

{b) areas of actual environmental impact 
(c) areas of unanticipated environmental impact 
(d) adequacy of suggested mitigation measures 
(e) adequacy of resource allocation for implemenllng mitigation 

measures 
(f) involvement of appropriate authorities 
(g) cost-benefit of environmental mitigation 
(h) adequacy of monitoring in the operation of Industry 
(i) adequacy of monitoring data for evaluating predictions made in the 

environmental impact assessment report 
{j) recommendations made to improve mitigation Including new 

remedial measures, If necessary 
(2) Environmental impact assessment evaluation must be conducted 

immediately after the operation of the industry. Generally, It Is appropriate 
to initiate such evaluation after the data obtained from monitoring have 
been analyzed. The responsiblUty for conducting overall evaluation shall be 
held upon by the relevant department of the mlniatry of Industry. 
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CHAPTER XII 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AUDITING 

42. Environment Impact Auditing: 
(1) The environmental Impact auditing must be undertaken after the industry 

has been operational for some time. 
(2) In the context of an environmental Impact assessment, the environmental 

Impact auditing assesses actual environmental impact, accuracy of 
prediction, effectiveness of environmental impact mitigation, enhancement 
measures and functioning of monitoring mechanisms. 

(3) The environmental Impact auditing of the Industry is performed as per 

requirement. 

Explanation: In general terms, 'auditing' refers to the field of finance and 
accounting. However, in this chapter, 'auditing' refers to the examinallon 
and assessment of a certain type of performance, particularly as menttoned 
in Sub-section (2). 

43. Types of Auditing: 
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(1) The following types of environmental Impact auditing must be done for 
different aspects of the environmental impa.ct assessment process: 

(a) Decision Point Auditing: examines the effectiveness of 
environmental impact assessment as a declslon.maklng tool. 

(b) Implementation Auditing: ensures that conditions of consent have 
been met. 

(c) Performance Auditing: studies the working relationship of 
concerned agencies with industry management. 

(d) Project Impact Auditing: examines environmental changes arising 
from the operation of the Industry. 

(e) Predictive Technique Auditing: examines the accuracy and utility 
of predictive techniques by comparing the actual Impact against the 
predicted envlronmental impact. 

(f) Environmental Impact Assessment Procedure Auditing: 
examines environmental impact assessment study. 

(2) Environmental impact auditing. is not required in all cases. However, at the 
industry approval stage, both proponent and approving agency should 
consider whether any new information or improvement ln management 
practices may be anticipated through the application of a parllcular auditing 
technique. Special attention should be paid to the projected cost
effectiveness of any proposed auditing and to the technical difficulties likely 
to be confronted in the course of environmental impact auditing. 

(3) Since environmental impact assessment is a new concept ln Nepal, the use 
of environmental nuditing plays a significant role In developing a systematic 
approach to the use of environmental impact assessment. 
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(4) In the course of environmental auditing, monitoring and evaluation results 
should be compared with data generated during the pre-feasibility study 
period of the Industry. Such comparisons should be made on the basis of 
similar industries or standard norms, Comparisons made between predicted 
impacts and actual Impacts help evaluate the accuracy and adequacy of 
environmental impact assessment predictions. 

44. Impact Auditing Agency and 11ming: 

(1) With the assistance of concerned governmental and non-governmental 
organizations, the relevant department of the Ministry of Industry shall carry 
out the environmental impact auditing by self or others as necessary. 

(2) Environmental impact auditing should be carried out lmmedlately after the 
establishment of industry or whenever necessaiy. 

{3) The result obtained from the environmental impact auditing should be made 
available to the proponent and the concern!ld agencles. 

(4) Since environmental impact auditing reveals whether ii is necessaiy to bring 
about changes in measures adopted by the industry to remove or Jessen 
<1dverse environmental impacts, it is considered to be an Important stage of 
project implementation. 

CHAPTER XIII 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 

45. Community Participation: Community participation (public involvement) !s one 
of the main foundation stones for establishment of an industry. The effectiveness of 
an environmental impact 8$essment Is determined largely by how successfully the 
community has been involved. Therefore, community parllcipation must be 
mob!ltzed during the environmental impact assessment process. 

46. Benefits of Community Participation: Community par!Jclpatlon facilitates the 
following: 

(a) encourages individual Involvement in the 'industry from the early planning 
stage; 

(b) develops a sense of responsibility for making the Industry environmentally 
sound and cost-effective; 

(c} grants due recognition to traditional practices and technology. 
(d) arouses pub~c awareness. 

4 7. TI me for Community Participation: Community participation is necessaiy 
during the followlng-R._hflses of environmental Impact assessment study of the 
industiy: 
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(a) environmental impact assessment study 
{bl monitoring and evaluation 

48. Individuals, Groups and Agencies to be Involved: The following individuals, 
groups and agencies must be involved ln the environmental Impact assessment 
process: 

(a) representatives of local affected groups, and special interest groups (such as 
women) 

(b) representatives of relevant government and private sector agencies 
(c) local leaders and academic groups 
(d) relevant non·government organizations 
(e) recognized experts 

49. Methods to Involve the Public: Various methods from among the following may 
be used to Involve the public In the process of environmental impact assessment: 

(a) community meetings and exchange of information 
(b) inter-personal contact 
(c) dialogue with user groups and local leaders 
(d) questionnaires, interviews, and surveys 
(e) review of the draft environmental impact assessment report and monitoring/ 

evaluation results by local community 
(f) panels comprising representatives of the concerned organizations and local 

people 

50. Public Involvement: In the process of environmental impact assessmeiit, the 
proponent or implementor should be responsible in involving the public as specified 
in the terms of reference of environmental impact assessment. 

51. Change In Annexes: Ministry of Industry, by notification published in the Nepal 
Gazette, can make timely changes in the Annexes. 
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Annex-1 - (Rel~tlng to Sub-section (1) of Section 8) 

INDUSTRIES REQUIRING PERMISSION 

(a) Defense Related Industries 
Industries producing Conventional and Modern Arms and Ammunition, 
Gunpowder and Explosives, Security Printing, Bank Notes and Coins. 

(b) Industries Affecting Public Health and Environment 

Note: 

Cigarette, Bidi, Modern Leather Tanning, Beer and Alcohol, Sugar, Pulp and 
Paper, Cement, Textile Washing and Dyeing, Bl lumen, Chemicals1, Fertlllzer, 
Pesticides, Lubricating OU, Foam, Carpet Washing, Soap, Electroplating, 
Photo Processing, Tyres Tubes, LP. Gas. Petroleum Products Related 
lndustrif\ Minerals and Stone Crushing, Forest based medium and large 
industries, Paints, and Brick Industries. 

1. Chemical Industry means any industry producing chemicals such as 
sulphuric acid, nitric acid, methyl isocyanate, sodium silicate, caustic soda, 
etc. 

2. Petroleum Products Related Industry means any Industry producing goods 
by processing and utilizing raw materials such as petrol, diesel, fuel oil, 
natural gas, naphtha, and plastic granules. 
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Annex. 2-(Relatlng to Sub-section (1) of Section 8, and Section 12) 

PROJECTS REQUIRING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT 

1. Chemical industries where the production capacity of each product or 

combined product is greater than 100 Ion/day 

2. Petrochemical works including producllon, storage and processing works (of 
all s!zes) 

3. Non-ferrous metal industries (primarily smelting): 

a. Aluminium - all sizes 

b. Copper · all sizes 

c. Others - producing 50 ton/day or more 

4. Non-metallic industries: 

a. Cement - with production capacity of more than 30 ton/hour 

b. Lime - with production capacity of more than 100 ton/day (rotary 

kiln) or 50 Ion/day and more (vertici?ll kiln) 

c. Brick and tile manufacturing wlth production capacity of more than 

10 million pieces/year 

d. Asbestos industries of all sizes 

e. Radioactivity related industries of all sizes 

5. Iron and Steel Industries (excluding industries having rerolllng fabrication 

facility only}: 

a. Iron ore as raw material - having a production capacity of more than 

100 ton/day 
b. Scrap iron as raw material - having a production capacity of more 

than 200 ton/day 

6. Pulp and Paper Industries: 

a. Wood-based raw material· having a production capacity of more 

than 50 ton/day 

b. Raw material other than wood · having a production capacity of 

more than 100 ton/day 

7. Leather and Textile Industries: 

a. Leather tanning wllh a capacity of more than 100 pieces/day 

b. Textile Industries with dyeing facilities having a production capacity 

of more than 10 million meters/year 

c. Carpet manufacturlng with a p1·oduclion capacity of over 500 sq. ml 
day (Including dyeing facillty) 

8. Food Industries: 

a. Abattoirs Including knackerles with a slaughtering capacity of 100 

animal heads/day 



b. Brewery and distillery works which include boiling and fermentation 

with a production capacity of over 25,000 liters/day 

9. Coal Industry: all sizes. 

10. Ministry of Industry. Department of Mines and Geology will develop 

separate guidelines for mines. 

11. Off-Site Waste Managen1ent from lnduslri<il Con1plex: 

<i. Hazardous waste management 

b. Construction of incineration plant 

c. Construction of materials recovery plant (off site) 
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Annex-3-(Relatlng to Sub-section (1) of Section 8, and part (c) of Sub 
Section (3) of Section (8) 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS 

National parks, wildlife sanctuaries <tnrl protected areas as in the prevailing 

laws of HMG. 
2. Historic, religious, cultural. arch<teological (world heritage area) areas and 

other such areas as designated by HMG. 
3. Flood, landslide, earthquake or other such hazardous zones 
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4. Sources of woter resources 

5. Wetl<inds 

6. Protected watersheds 

7. Other environmentally sensitive areas 
8. Environmentally sensitive areas as notified in Nepal Gru.l!tte by HMG from 

time to time. 



Annex-4-(Relatlng.to Sub-section 2 of Section 8) 

FORMAT OF INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION 
REPORT 

L Listing of all activities of the proposed industry, e.g. : 
(<1) Type of industry (Manufacturing/Processing/Assembly ...... ) 
(b} Type{s) of products. 
(c} Capacity of Industry 

Product 1 Product 2 Product3 
Installed Capacity 
Annual Days of Operation 

(d) Materials to be used 
Raw Material 
Chemical 
Water 

Quantity/Year Remarks 

(e) Discharge generated by the industry and Its management system 
(Describe in detaU wherever possible) 
Solid 
Llquid 
Ai< 
Sound 
Others 

(f) State the hours of peak discharge and volume. 
(g) Total energy requirement and the type of Its use 

Type Quantity (per hour/day/year) 
(h) Total manpower required 
(i) Total capital Investment (NRs.} 

Land 
Building 
Machinery Equipment 
Working Capital 

0) Proposed location (detail description) 

Source 

(k) General production process flow sheet (with wastes generated and 
methods for handling wastes encircled, factory layout etc.) 

(I) Description of technology 
(ml Other details (If any from the point of view of conservation of 

environment) 
2. Listing of all characteristics of the proposed sites and its !;!nvironment 

(a) Access road, site clearing (Including excavation, erosion and 
deforestallon) Information. 
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(b) Population and other settlements ln and around the proposed site. 
(c) Sensitive area (distance to the area mentioned In Annex·3 from the 

proposed site) 
(d) Wind characteristics on the proposed site. 
(e) Solid waste disposal system in the proposed site. 
{f) Detailed map of the proposed slle. 

3. Identification of Major Environmental Impacts and specific measures to 
prevent them : 

(a) Biological impacts 

(b) Physical Impacts 

(c) Socio·economic Impacts : 

Population 
Flora & Fauna 
Habllats and Communities 
Land 
Atmosphere 
Water 
Sound 
Human made objects 
Loss of prime agriculture land 
Scientific and cultural 
importance 
Effect on human health 
Change in socio, cultural and 
religious values. 

After Identifying major environmental impacts, the proponent entrepreneurs 
are supposed to implement the preventive measures of possible hazards. 

Note : The proponent should do the initial environmental examination in the prescribed 

format fixed by the ministry of industry, or terms of reference reviewed by relevant 

agency, and then ministry of industry or the relevant department shall review that 

report. This type of exam!nallon should be done \n the pre-feasib!!lty stage of 

Industry. Ministry of industry may provide Checkllst1Matrlx to proponent and 

general public to f11cll!tate th.i inili<1l environmental eirnm\nallon. 



Annex- 5-(Related to Section 18) 

FORMAT OF TERMS OF REFERENCE 

L Introduction: 
(a) Purpose of Terms of Reference 
(b) Agency or individual responsible for preparing the environmental 

impact assessment report 
(c) General introduction of the proposed industry and tis location 

2. Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment: 
(s) Brief description of National Env!ronment Impact Assessment 

Guidelines, 1993, and Environn1ental Impact Assessment Guidelines 
for Industry Sector, 1995 

(b) The procedures to be followed while preparing the Environmental 
Impact Assessment 

3. Background: 
\: (a) General background information about the project and description of 

·~· 
other relevant reports about the site. 

: i-'1{ (b) Relevant industrial development policy, land use policy, act, 
regulations. 

(c) Relevance of the industry in the context of plans the local feasibility 
and perspective should be mentioned. 

4. Important guidelines for specific environmental impact assessment: 
(a) The environmental components which need deta!l or further study 

should be listed. The indicators of each listed component to be 
measured or assessed should be specified. 

(b) Action required to minimize the possible adVerse impacts (relocating, 
installation of pollution control equipment, change of production 
proooss, change of management system or raw materials) 

(c) Cost-benefit analysis with relevance to the environmental impact of 
the industry. 

(d) The proposed work plan for monitoring the major environmental 
effects during the operation of the industry and thereafter, 

(e) Environmental Impact Assessment proposal should mention the 
following tasks: 

(i} sufficient description of tasks to be performed 
(ii) the workplan about the environmental Impact assessment study 
(iii) the periodic review plan of the study, and 
(4) description of expertise and specialists necessary for the study 

team. 
5. Time Constraints 
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(a) The time required for completing the environmental impact 
assessment report should be specified {e.g. 3 to 6 months). 

(b) The list of tasks under environmental impact assessment with 
respective dates of completion should be mentioned. 

6. Budget: 
The estimated budget allocation for the environmental impact 
assessment study '1nd report should be mentioned. 

7. Environmental ln1pact Assessment Report format: 
8. Other relevunt inforn)alion: 
9. Reference List 
10. Annexes. maps. photographs. figures, tables. questionnaires, etc. 
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Annex~6-(Relatlng to Section 20) 

FORMAT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
REPORT 

The environmentill impact assessn1ent report should be classifled under the following 
categories and must incorporate the following components : 

I. Executive Summary 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The environmental impact assessment report should contain a 
precise and non·technlcal description not exceeding five pages about 
significant results and recommended actions. 

Description of Industry: 
Description should include the following subjects: 

(a) approved. established and targeted production capacity 

ibl shifts per day 
{cl number of workers and skill development 
{di type and quallty of product 
(e) type of equipment and process 

in transportation of raw material as well as the product 
(gl storage of raw material and product 
{h) quantity and source of energy and water 
(i) basis of site identification 

Besides every objective <1nd policy, listings of activities involved during every 
process of insta!latlon and operation of induslry\sh6uld be included. 
Baseline Information: 
Basellne Information available in the proposed industry site should be 
mentioned. As per the availability of notice, the following Information 
should be included: 

{o) population 
{b) format of !and use 
{o) base of natural resources 
{d) environmental quality. 

Identification of Environmental Impact: 
The EIA report should identify possible adverse as well as beneficial impacts 
anticipated from different aclivllles In the process of operation of the 
industry. Impacts should be predicted and quantified as far as possible in 
terms of spatial and·temporal quantity. 

5. Alternative Analysis: 
Design, site technology and operational alternatives should be compared 
systematically in terms of their potential environmental impact, fixed assets 
and working capital, and suitabillty to local conditions. The environmental 
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costs and benefits should be qunnti1ied ond economic values should be 
mentioned for each of the olternil'iive~ <IS far as possible. 

6. Mitigation Measures: 

The environmentcil impact assessment report should propose pragmatic 
mitigation measures for all activities likely lo have an adverse impact on the 

environment. As initigation measures cannot be expected to totally eliminate 
the adverse impacts, it ls recommended that compensatory measures be 
proposed as we!l. It is essential that the cost effectiveness of mitigation 
measures be analyzed against viable alternatives. 

7. Review of policy and legal framework: 
A review should be undertaken of the policy and leglslallve framework 

relating to the industry. The report should suggest necessary amendments of 
such policies and legislation If these are found problematic and qualityless. 

Explanation: For the purpose of this annex, "act, regulation" means 
Industrial Policy, 1992 Prevailing Industrial Enterprises Act, Company 
Act, Mining Act, Regulation, and other environment related acts and 
regulations. 

8. Monitoring: 
The report should clearly include the monitoring programs with time table 
and persons who have undertaken the responsibility . 

9. Environmental lm1>act Auditing: 
The report should include the environmental impact assessment format and 
its significance. 

10. Annexes 
(a) Environmental impact assessment report should include the annexes 

with major relev<1nt information about the proposed industrial project 
and location: 

(1) related map 
(2) listing of questionnaire or checklist employed for field. 

investigation 
(3) pictures, photos. charts, balanced process chart, and systematic 

diagran1 of production processes 
(4) published data on climate, water resource and environment 

standard 
(5) published statistics of Flora & Fauna 
(6) audio-visual aids, such as photographs slides, transparencies, 

recordings, and view films (if used) 
{b) The report should include the following organizational facts: 

(1) individuals and concerned agencies of the study team 
(2) individuals and organizations contacted including their address 

and telephone number (if exists) 
(3) minutes and records of Inter-agency meeting, public gathering 

and community participation 
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11. References: 

The report should list the references cited in the text, in the following order: 

(a) Author or authors 

(b) Date of publication 

(c) Title of cited reference 

(d) Names of publications or journals 

(e) Volume numbers or series, issues (if any) 

(f) Number of pages. 

Note: Ministry of Industry shall provide checklist/matrlxesl to proponent/general 

public to f<1cilitate the environmental impact assessment study. 

By order, 
Dr. Bhola Nath Chalise 

Secretary, HMG 
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